
Group Discussion Questions for 
Turnabout's Fair Play 

by Kaye Dacus 
 

1. What expectations did you have when you began reading the book? Were your 
expectations met? What did you like best? Were you disappointed with anything in the 
story? 
 
2. What did you learn that you didn’t know before reading this book? Was there 
anything you didn’t understand? Was there anything you expected to see but didn’t? 
 
3. How do you think Jamie did in dealing with the life-changing event of losing his job? 
What did he do right? What did he do wrong? What could he have done differently? Was 
there anything in this part of the story that made you evaluate or reconsider any choices 
you've made in your life? 
 
4. Because of past experiences, Flannery and Jamie keep certain things about them 
secret from anyone else. What did you think of their concern over "appearances" rather 
than honesty? What harm could have been done if they hadn't been honest with each 
other about this small thing?  
 
5. Both Flannery and Jamie have preconceived notions of who the other person is when 
they first meet, which makes it hard for them to get to know each other. Have you ever 
experienced this, or something similar in your own personal life? 
 
6. The Matchmakers series, including Turnabout's Fair Play, is set in Nashville, 
Tennessee, while Kaye Dacus’s first series (The Brides of Bonneterre) is set in a fictional 
town. Do you prefer to read books in which the author uses a real or a fictional setting? 
What do you like/dislike about each? 
 
7. Throughout the novel Jamie struggles with concepts of gender roles in the 
workplace—questioning a calling into a profession he sees as "woman's work" because of 
his father's attitudes. What advice do you have for someone who is dealing with a similar 
situation? 
 
8. Both Flannery and Jamie have very close relationships with their grandparents. How 
important are multi-generational relationships in your family? 
 
9. Flannery begins the novel believing that marriage is going to steal her best friends 
away from her, and even recounts to Jack how it changed her sisters, so she has history 
as the basis of this fear. If you're married, do you still have unmarried friends? If so, how 
do you relate to them? If you're unmarried, what do you fear most when you learn a 
friend is getting married? How can you work to maintain those relationships?  
 
10. How does the theme of the title, Turnabout's Fair Play, work throughout the story?  


